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Directors’ Remuneration Policy 2020

This Remuneration Policy, which has been approved by the Board, contains the material required to be set out in the Directors’
Remuneration Report for the purposes of Part 4 of The Large and Medium-sized Companies and Groups (Accounts and
Reports) (Amendment) Regulations 2013, which amended The Large and Medium-sized Companies and Groups (Accounts and
Reports) Regulations 2008 (‘the DRR Regulations’).
The Directors’ Remuneration Policy as set out in this section of the Directors’ Remuneration Report will take effect for all
payments made to Directors with effect from the conclusion of the forthcoming AGM (in place of the current policy approved at
the 2017 AGM). The new policy is very similar to the current one, save for the following minor changes to the way it is operated
for Executives:
• Pension provision is capped at 6% of salary, rather than 8% permitted under the previous policy;
• Remuneration Committee ability to adjust the PSP outturn has been incorporated (this ability was already in place for the
annual bonus);
• Clawback and malus provisions applied to the annual bonus and PSP have been updated; and
• Post-cessation share ownership guideline is being introduced.
Element and purpose

Policy and operation

Maximum

Performance measures

Base salary
The core element of
pay, reflecting the
individual’s position
within the Company
and experience

The base salary of each Executive
Director takes into account the
performance of each individual
and is set at an appropriate level
to secure and retain the talent
needed to deliver the Group’s
strategic objectives. Salaries are
reviewed annually on 1 April and
are influenced by: information
from relevant comparator groups
(referencing the Group’s
competitors and public
companies in other industries);
the performance of each
individual Executive Director; and
average increases for employees
across the Group as a whole.

Annual increases will not exceed
7.5% + RPI or the average
increase of employees across the
Group in any given year,
whichever is higher. The level of
increase may deviate from this
maximum in the case of special
circumstances for example,
increases in responsibilities or
promotion. As an example, this
may occur if the market
capitalisation of the Company
increases as the shares are
‘re-rated’ by investors such that
the comparator group changes.

n/a

Benefits in kind
To provide marketcompetitive benefits
valued by recipients

Benefits currently include
permanent health insurance, life
insurance, private medical
insurance and car allowance and
may also include other benefits in
the future. In certain limited
circumstances, relocation
allowances may be necessary.
All benefits are subject to annual
review to ensure they remain in
line with market practice.

Benefits (excluding any relocation n/a
allowances) may be provided up
to an aggregate value of normally
£30,000 for each Executive
Director (indexed to inflation).

Pension
To provide
retirement benefits

Executive Directors participating
in the pension plan benefit from
matching annual Group
contributions of 6% of base
salary. Executive Directors are
entitled to take all or part of their
pension contributions as a cash
allowance.

The maximum employer’s
contribution (or cash
supplement) is 6% of salary.

In this scenario, the Board would
consider the increase and the
performance of the Company.
Other elements of remuneration
may also change. In these cases,
any exceptional increase will not
exceed 20% of salary a year.

n/a

Executive Directors’ employer’s
contribution levels are aligned to
the contribution levels for the
majority of the workforce.
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Element and purpose

Policy and operation

Maximum

Performance measures

Annual bonus
To motivate
Executive Directors
and support the
delivery of the
Group’s financial
and strategic
business target over
a one-year
operating cycle

Annual bonus plan levels and the
appropriateness of measures are
reviewed annually to ensure they
continue to support our strategy.
Once set, performance measures
and targets will generally remain
unchanged for the year, except to
reflect events (e.g. corporate
acquisitions, other major
transactions) where the
Committee considers it to be
necessary in its opinion to make
appropriate adjustments.

The maximum annual bonus
opportunity is 150% of base
salary. For 2020/21, the maximum
opportunity will be 150% of base
salary for the Co-CEOs and
112.5% of salary for the other
Executive Directors.

Bonuses will be payable subject
to the achievement of
performance conditions which
will be set by the Remuneration
Committee.

The market value of shares to be
awarded to Executive Directors in
respect of any year will normally
be up to 150% of base salary, with
awards of a maximum of 200%
allowable in exceptional
circumstances.

The Remuneration Committee
may impose such conditions as it
considers appropriate which
must be satisfied before any
award will vest.

The Remuneration Committee
retains the flexibility to pay
annual bonus outcomes in cash
and/or deferred shares (which
may allow for dividend roll-up).
Clawback and malus provision
apply as explained in more detail
in the notes to this Policy table.

Performance
Share Plan
To motivate
Executive Directors
and incentivise the
delivery of
sustained
performance over
the long term, and
to promote
alignment with
shareholders’
interests

Awards under the PSP may be
granted as nil/nominal cost
options which vest to the extent
performance conditions are
satisfied over a period normally
of at least three years.
Awards will vest at the end of the
specified vesting period at the
discretion of the Remuneration
Committee and are subject to a
further holding period of two
years (or such shorter period so
that the period from the date of
grant until the end of the holding
period will be equal to five years).
The PSP rules allow that the
number of shares (or the cash
equivalent) subject to vested PSP
awards may be increased to
reflect the value of dividends that
would have been paid in respect
of any record dates falling
between the grant of awards and
the expiry of any vesting period.
Clawback and malus provisions
applied are explained in more
detail in the notes to this Policy
table.
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The targets may be financial and/
or personal and strategic. The
intended weighting of these
measures is not less than 60%
financial. Where a sliding scale of
targets is used, attaining the
threshold level of performance
for any measure will not typically
produce a payout of more than
20% of the maximum portion of
overall annual bonus attributable
to that measure, with a sliding
scale to full payout for maximum
performance. Bonus payments
will also be subject to the
Committee considering that the
proposed bonus amounts,
calculated by reference to
performance against the targets,
appropriately reflect the
Company’s overall performance
and shareholders’ experience. If
the Committee does not believe
this to be the case, it retains the
discretion to adjust the bonus
outturn accordingly.

All awards made to Executive
Directors will be subject to
performance conditions which
measure performance over a
period normally no less than
three years.
No more than 25% of awards vest
for attaining the threshold level of
performance.
Formulaic outcome of all PSP
performance measures will also
be subject to the Committee
considering that the proposed
levels, calculated by reference to
performance against the targets,
appropriately reflect the
Company’s overall performance
and shareholders’ experience. If
the Committee does not believe
this to be the case, it retains the
discretion to adjust the PSP
outturn accordingly.
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Element and purpose

Policy and operation

Share ownership
guidelines
To promote
stewardship and to
further align the
interests of
Executive Directors
with those of
shareholders

The share ownership guidelines
No maximum level but not less
encourage Executive Directors to than 200% of base salary for any
build or maintain (as appropriate) Executive Director.
a shareholding in the Company.

Maximum

Performance measures

n/a

If any Executive Director does not
meet the guideline, they will be
expected to retain up to 50% of
the net of tax number of shares
vesting under any of the
Company’s discretionary share
incentive arrangements
(including any deferred bonus
shares) until the guideline is met.
From the 2020 AGM, Executive
Directors will be required to
maintain a shareholding in the
Company for a two-year period
after stepping down from that
position, being in the first year,
the lesser of the guideline level or
the Executive Directors’ actual
relevant shareholding at leaving
and reducing to 50% of this
requirement in the second year.
For the purpose of this
requirement, the Executive
Directors’ actual relevant
shareholding will include shares
vesting under any of the
Company’s discretionary share
incentive arrangements
(including any deferred bonus
shares) from awards granted
after the date the policy was
adopted but excludes shares
acquired and the release of
shares under share incentive
plans where the grant occurred
prior to the adoption of the
policy. The Committee will retain
the discretion to remove the
holding requirement if it is
deemed to be inappropriate.

All-employee share
plans
To facilitate and
encourage share
ownership by staff,
thereby allowing
everyone to share in
the long-term
success of the
Company and align
interests with those
of shareholders

The Executive Directors will be
entitled to participate in all of the
Company’s employee share plans,
including the Share Save Plan, on
the same terms as other
employees.

The maximum participation levels
for all-employee share plans will
be the limits for such plans set by
HMRC from time to time.
However the Company may
impose lower limits on a schemeby-scheme basis.

Consistent with normal practice,
such awards would not be
subject to performance
conditions.

These all-employee share plans
are established under HMRC
tax-advantaged regimes and
follow the usual form for such
plans.
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Element and purpose

Chairman and
Non-Executive
Directors’ fees
To enable the
Company to recruit
and retain Company
Chairs and NonExecutive Directors
of the highest
calibre, at the
appropriate cost

Policy and operation

The fees paid to the Chairman
and Non-Executive Directors aim
to be competitive with other
listed companies of equivalent
size and complexity.
The fees payable to the NonExecutive Directors are
determined by the Board, with
the Chairman’s fees determined
by the Committee. No Director
participates in decisions
regarding their own fees.
The Chairman and NonExecutive Directors do not
participate in any new cash or
share incentive plans.
The Chairman and NonExecutive Directors are entitled
to benefits relating to travel and
office support and such other
benefits as may be considered
appropriate.
The Chairman is paid a single fee
for the role, although he will be
entitled to an additional fee if he
is required to perform any
specific and additional services.
Non-Executive Directors receive
a base fee for the role. Additional
fees are paid for acting as Senior
Independent Director or for
Chairman of the Audit,
Remuneration or other Board
Committees or to the
Designated Employee
Engagement NED to reflect the
additional time commitment.
They will be entitled to an
additional fee if they are required
to perform any specific and
additional services..
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Maximum

The aggregate fees and any
benefits of the Chairman and
Non-Executive Directors will not
exceed the limit from time to
time prescribed within the
Company’s Articles of
Association for such fees
currently £500,000 p.a. in
aggregate.
Any increases in fee levels made
will be appropriately disclosed.

Performance measures

n/a
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Notes to the Policy table

1. Stating maxima for each element of the Remuneration Policy
The Regulations and related investor guidance encourage companies to disclose a cap within which each element of the
Directors’ Remuneration Policy will operate. Where maximum amounts for elements of remuneration have been set within
the Policy, these will operate simply as caps and are not indicative of any aspiration.
2. Travel and hospitality
While the Committee does not consider it to form part of benefits in the normal usage of that term, it has been advised that
corporate hospitality, whether paid for by the Company or another, and business travel for Directors (and in exceptional
circumstances their families) may technically come within the applicable rules, and so the Committee expressly reserves the
right for the Committee to authorise such activities.
3. Past obligations
In addition to the above elements of remuneration, any commitment made prior to, but due to be fulfilled after, the approval
and implementation of this Remuneration Policy will be honoured.
4. Malus/clawback
The Committee may apply malus (being the ability to withhold or reduce a payment/vesting) and clawback (the ability to
reclaim some or all of a payment/vesting) to an award under the annual bonus or PSP where there are circumstances which
would justify such action. The relevant circumstances where these powers of recovery may operate include:
• the Company materially misstated its financial results for any reason and that misstatement would result or resulted either
directly or indirectly in an award being granted or vesting to a greater extent than would have been the case had that
misstatement not been made;
• the extent to which any performance target and/or any other condition was satisfied was based on an error, or on
inaccurate or misleading information or assumptions which resulted either directly or indirectly in an award being granted
or vesting to a greater extent than would have been the case had that error not been made;
• circumstances arose (or continued to arise) during the vesting period (including any holding period) of an award which
would have warranted the summary dismissal of the participant; or
• there is a sufficiently significant impact on the reputation of the Company (including a Company failure) to justify the
operation of malus or clawback.
Normally, clawback can operate for up to two years following the vesting of an award.
5. Performance conditions
The performance-related elements of remuneration take into account the Group’s risk policies and systems, and are designed
to align the senior executives’ interests with those of shareholders. The Committee reviews the metrics used and targets set
for the Group Executive Directors and senior management (not just the Executive Directors) every year, in order to ensure
that they are aligned with the Group’s strategy and to ensure an appropriate level of consistency.
6. Differences between the Policy in respect of Remuneration for Directors and the Policy on remuneration for other staff
While the appropriate benchmarks vary by role, the Company seeks to apply the philosophy behind this policy across the
Company as a whole. Where the Group’s pay policy for Directors differs from its pay policies for groups of staff, this reflects
the appropriate market rate position and/or typical practice for the relevant roles. The Company takes into account pay
levels, bonus opportunity and share awards applied across the Group as a whole when setting the Executive Directors’
Remuneration Policy.
7. Committee discretions
The Committee will operate the annual bonus plan and PSP according to their respective rules and the above Remuneration
Policy table. The Committee retains discretion, consistent with market practice, in a number or respects, in relation to the
operation and administration of these plans. This discretion includes, but is not limited to, the following:
• The selection of participants;
• The timing of grant of awards;
• The size of an award/bonus opportunity subject to the maximum limits set out in the Remuneration Policy table and the
rules of the relevant plan;
• The determination of performance against targets and resultant vesting/pay-outs;
• Discretion required when dealing with a change of control or restructuring of the Company;
• Determination of the treatment of leavers based on the rules of the relevant plan and the appropriate treatment chosen;
• Adjustments required in certain circumstances (e.g. rights issue, corporate restructuring events and special dividends); and
• The annual review of performance measures, weightings and targets from year to year.
In addition, while performance measures and targets used in the annual bonus plan and PSP will generally remain unaltered, if
events occur which the Committee determines would make a different or amended target a fairer measure of performance,
such amended or different targets can be set provided they are not materially more or less difficult to satisfy, having regard to
the event in question.
Any use of the above discretion would, where relevant, be explained in the Annual Report on Directors’ Remuneration and may,
where appropriate and practicable, be the subject of consultation with the Company’s major shareholders.
The Committee may make minor amendments to the Remuneration Policy set out above for regulatory, exchange control,
tax or administrative purposes or to take account of a change in legislation, without obtaining shareholder approval for
that amendment.
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Remuneration Policy on recruitment

The Company’s recruitment remuneration policy aims to give the Committee sufficient flexibility to secure the appointment and
promotion of high-calibre executives to strengthen the management team and secure the skill sets to deliver our strategic aims.
In terms of the principles for setting a package for a new Executive Director, the starting point for the Committee will be to
apply the Remuneration Policy for Executive Directors as set out above and structure a package in accordance with that Policy.
Consistent with the DRR Regulations, any caps contained within the policy for fixed pay do not apply to new recruits, although
the Committee would not envisage exceeding these caps in practice unless absolutely necessary.
The annual bonus plan and PSP, including the maximum award levels, will operate as detailed in the general Remuneration
Policy in relation to any newly-appointed Executive Director. For an internal appointment, any variable pay element awarded in
respect of the prior role may either continue on its original terms or be adjusted to reflect the new appointment as appropriate.
For both external and internal appointments, the Committee may agree that the Company will meet certain relocation expenses
as it considers appropriate.
For external candidates, it may be necessary to make additional awards in connection with the recruitment to buyout awards
forfeited by the individual on leaving a previous employer. Any recruitment-related awards which are not buyouts will be subject
to the limits of the annual bonus plan and PSP as stated in the general policy. Details of any recruitment-related awards will be
appropriately disclosed.
For any buyouts the Company will not pay more than is necessary in the view of the Committee and will be limited in value to
what the Committee considers to be a fair estimate of the value of the awards foregone. The Committee will in all cases seek, in
the first instance, to deliver any such awards under the terms of the existing annual bonus plan and PSP. It may, however, be
necessary in some cases to make buyout awards on terms that are more bespoke than the existing annual bonus plan and PSP.
All buyouts, whether under the annual bonus plan, PSP or otherwise, will take due account of the service obligations and
performance requirements for any remuneration relinquished by the individual when leaving a previous employer. The
Committee will seek, where it is practicable to do so, to make buyouts subject to what are, in its opinion, comparable
requirements in respect of service and performance. However, the Committee may choose to relax this requirement in certain
cases, such as where the service and/or performance requirements are materially completed, or where such factors are, in the
view of the Committee, reflected in some other way, such as a significant discount to the face value of the awards forfeited, and
where the Committee considers it to be in the interests of shareholders.

Service contracts
Executive Directors

Ben Bramhall and Paul Cuff entered into a service agreement with the Company that was effective upon Admission and dated
16 February 2017. Snehal Shah entered into a service agreement with the Company that was effective 28 May 2019, the date of
his employment beginning, although Snehal was not appointed as Chief Financial Officer until FCA approval was received on
9 July 2019. The policy is that each Executive Director’s service agreement should be of indefinite duration, subject to
termination by the Company or the individual on no more than 12 months’ notice.
The service agreements of all Executive Directors, which are available for inspection at the Company’s registered office, comply
with this policy:
• The Executive Directors’ service agreements are terminable by either party on not less than nine months’ written notice for
the Co-CEO, six months for CFO or immediately upon payment in lieu of notice, and contain a garden leave clause;
• In each case any payment in lieu of notice will be calculated by reference to base salary and contractual benefits only, and will
not include any entitlement to bonus.

Chairman and Non-Executive Directors

The appointments of Tom Cross Brown, Alan Bannatyne and Margaret Snowdon are subject to the terms of letters of
appointment agreed between each of them and the Company dated 24 January 2017 and the appointment of Sarah Ing is
subject to the terms of a letter of appointment dated 19 March 2019. They are not entitled to receive any compensation on
termination of their appointment (other than payment in respect of a notice period where notice is served) and are not entitled
to participate in the Company’s share plans, bonus arrangements or pension schemes. They are entitled to be reimbursed all
reasonable out-of-pocket expenses incurred in the proper performance of their duties.
Their appointment may be terminated at any time upon three months’ written notice by either party and with immediate effect
in certain circumstances. The appointment may also be terminated pursuant to the Articles or as otherwise required by law.
They are subject to retirement by rotation every three years under the Articles but intend to retire and submit themselves for
re-election by shareholders each year at the annual general meeting.
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Remuneration Policy on termination

The Committee will consider treatments on a termination having regard to all of the relevant facts and circumstances available
at that time. This policy applies both to any negotiations linked to notice periods on a termination and any treatments that the
Committee may choose to apply under the discretions available to it under the terms of the annual bonus plan and PSP. The
potential treatments on termination under these plans are as follows:

Annual bonus plan

If an Executive Director resigns or is dismissed for cause before the bonus payment date, the right to receive any bonus normally
lapses (unless the Committee determines otherwise). If an Executive Director ceases employment before the bonus date
because of death, injury, ill health, disability or any other reason determined by the Committee, such bonus will be payable as
the Committee in its absolute discretion determines taking into account the circumstances for leaving, time in employment and
performance. Similar treatment will apply in the event of a change in control of the Company.

Performance Share Plan (‘PSP')

The Committee’s Policy is in accordance with the rules of the Performance Share Plan 2017. If, during the performance or vesting
period, a participant:
• resigns or is dismissed for cause, awards will normally lapse in full; and
• ceases to be employed due to death, ill health, injury or disability, retirement with the agreement of the participant’s employer,
redundancy, the sale or transfer of the participant’s employing company or business out of the Group (other than on change
of control), or for other reasons specifically approved by the Committee, the award will vest immediately to the extent that the
Committee determines. The Committee will determine the extent to which an award will vest taking into account the extent to
which the performance conditions have been met and, where appropriate, the period that has expired to the date of
cessation.
If a participant ceases employment during the holding period, performance-vested awards will normally be retained and vest as
normal at the end of the holding period (unless the Committee exercises its discretion to allow awards to vest early on cessation
in suitable cases).
The all-staff Share Save scheme provides treatments for leavers in line with HMRC rules for such plans.
The Company has the power to enter into settlement agreements with Directors and to pay compensation to settle potential
legal claims. In addition, and consistent with market practice, in the event of the termination of an Executive Director, the
Company may make a contribution towards that individual’s legal fees and fees for outplacement services as part of a
negotiated settlement. Any such fees will be disclosed as part of the detail of termination arrangements.

External appointments

The Company’s policy on external appointments permits an Executive Director, subject to the approval of the Chairman, to
serve as a Non-Executive director for normally no more than one other organisation where this does not conflict with the
individual’s duties to the Company. When an Executive Director takes such a role, they may be entitled to retain any fees which
they earn from that appointment.

Statement of consideration of employment conditions elsewhere in the Company

The Committee receives regular updates on overall pay and conditions in the Company which enables it to take the wider
workforce remuneration into account when setting the policy for executive remuneration. Whilst the Committee does not
consult directly with employees as part of the process for reviewing executive pay, the Committee does receive insights from
the broader employee population via an employee engagement group. Accordingly, the Committee confirms that the new
Policy has been designed with due regard to the policy for remuneration of employees across the Group.
The Remuneration Policy for other employees is based on broadly consistent principles as described above. Annual salary
reviews across the Company take into account Company performance, relevant pay and market conditions and salary levels for
similar roles in comparable companies.
Other members of senior management participate in similar annual bonus arrangements to the Executive Directors, although
award sizes vary by organisational level. Share incentive awards may also be granted to a broader population than the Executive
Directors although the award sizes and terms of the awards vary. The Company operates discretionary bonus schemes for
eligible groups of employees under which a bonus is payable subject to the achievement of appropriate targets. All eligible
employees may participate in the Company’s Share Save scheme on identical terms.

Statement of consideration of shareholders’ views

The Committee considers shareholder views received during the year and at each AGM, as well as guidance from shareholder
representative bodies more broadly, when determining the remuneration policy and its implementation. The Committee seeks
to build an active and productive dialogue with investors on developments on the remuneration aspects of corporate
governance generally and it will consult with major shareholders in advance of any material change to the structure and/or
operation of the policy and will seek formal shareholder approval for any such change if required.
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Illustrations of application of the Directors’ Remuneration Policy

The charts below show how the Remuneration Policy set out above will be applied for Executive Directors in the financial year
2020/21 based on three performance scenarios and using the assumptions below.
Minimum

•
•
•
•

Target

Based on what the Executive Director would receive if performance were in line with expectations or on
target (excluding share price appreciation and dividends):
• Annual bonus: consists of the on-target bonus (67% of maximum opportunity used for illustrative
purposes);
• PSP: consists of the threshold level of vesting (25% vesting) under the PSP

Maximum

Based on the maximum remuneration receivable (excluding share price appreciation and dividends):
• Annual bonus: consists of maximum bonus of 150% of salary for the Co-CEOs and 112.5% of salary for
the CFO
• PSP: consists of the face value of awards (150% of base salary for Co-CEOs and 125% of base salary
for the CFO) under the PSP

Maximum with
50%
share price growth

As the Maximum scenario plus the value resulting from a share price growth of
50% in relation to the PSP award

Consists of base salary, benefits and pension;
Base salary is the salary to be paid in the 2020/21 financial year;
Benefits measured as benefits paid in the year ended 31 March 2020; and
Pension measured as the defined contribution or cash allowance in lieu of Company contributions
of 6%

Ben Bramhall – Co-Chief Executive

Paul Cuff – Co-Chief Executive

£1,600
£1,400
£1,200

£1,396

Share price growth
Performance share plan
Annual bonus
Total fixed pay

£1,180

£1,000
£712
15%

£600

37%

31%

37%

31%

23%

£712
15%
37%

41%

31%

41%

£400

£316

£200

100%

44%

26%

23%

100%

44%

26%

Minimum

In line with
expectation

Maximum

Maximum with
share price growth

Minimum

In line with
expectation

Maximum

£0

15%

£1,180

31%

37%

£800

£1,396

15%

£316

Maximum with
share price growth

Snehal Shah – Chief Financial Officer
£998

£1,000
£849

15%

37%

31%

37%

31%

26%

23%

Performance share plan

£800
£600

£527
15%

£400
£268

£200
£0

86

100%
Minimum

41%

44%
In line with
expectation
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Share price growth

Annual bonus
Total fixed pay

Maximum

Maximum with
share price growth

